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Transforming communities with proven, secure, 
digital solutions 

The fragmented public sector requires further integration and is  
challenged continuously to evolve and improve services whilst seeking best 
value-for-money approaches, solutions and partners. Also, global and national 
forces of demographic, economic, social, environmental, legislative and 
technical change impact the needs, priorities and requirements of governing 
organisations and bodies. We aim to provide the public sector with choice, 
flexibility and speed-to-value based on The Hub’s suite of open, proven and 
secure digital solutions which:
 
• provide open, agile, and secure digital solutions that can deliver this. 
• provide a smooth and effective pathway to future-oriented solutions.
• avoids ‘lock-in’ to single providers and accelerate digital transformation.
• delivers proven, best-in-class solutions to transform public services.
• identifies core processes and connects disparate systems for communities  

as well as citizens.
• enables smoother and easier access to positive services for all citizens.
• results in more personalized and responsive interaction.

The Hub provides authorities with digital tools to transform customer-facing 
activities whilst connecting and integrating them seamlessly with both legacy 
and new solutions coming from the back office. This enables public sector 
professionals to address the difficult task of delivering new and improved 
services whilst working within challenging operational, time, cost and  
quality constraints.

The Hub ‘one smart public sector’ 
platform
The Hub Platform has been deployed by 
local authorities as an ‘integration hub’ for 
account-based setup; ticketing; validation; 
Real Time Information (RTI) devices, 
payment and both reporting and business 
intelligence. This monitors and manages 
connected citizen experiences and uses 
real-time data and insights to help run 
better public sector services.

The Hub platform is used to remotely 
manage any hardware device and 
networked touchpoint using a mission 
control. This is possible as it is an open 
‘plug and play’ middleware platform with 
multiple interoperable software engines 
that enable any user-facing application 
across any digital channel. The solution  
is based on an open technology platform 
based on a Java Spring Framework and 
Amazon (AWS) cloud-based infrastructure. 
All users share a 24/7 real-time centralised 
control that acts as a personalised 
dashboard to the individual user as well  
as a full enterprise central dashboard  
for operators.
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24/7 Transit Mission Control dashboard:
Core to The Hub is a permission-based, 
central control mission control dashboard 
which remotely manages 24/7 any networked 
device and touchpoint. This mission control 
also can analyse performance and processes 
in real-time. The mission control is used by 
help desks as well as all involved 
management. At the same time, users can 
also be given access to control their account 
details which can define and then automate  
a unique personalised service.

Analytics and performance:
Any data that is processed through The Hub 
can be included in any bespoke analysis or 
report. Most businesses will set Key 
Performance Indices (KPIs) and The Hub can 
create KPI driven analytics and performance 
reporting 24/7 and in real-time. Bespoke 
diagnostics can be invaluable and ultimately 
provide unique insights where others cannot. 

Access control readers and validation: 
Having been through a period of paper  
ticket contactless readers the future is smart 
contactless and even ticketless tokenisation 
such as wristbands with contactless chips. 
The Hub can both issue these tokens as well 
as remotely manage the readers. Both data 
sets go back into The Hub providing the ability 
to personalise the experience and optimise 
the operations. 

Citizen ‘membership’ and passporting: 
The Hub account-based citizens membership 
approach creates an opt-in community and 
collective spirit that could include any public 
sector service in an online and digital format 
and device e.g. mobile wallet. The Hub offers 
secure online and over-the-air customer 
registration and account set-up. During 
registration, we begin the process of 
personalizing the opted in citizen membership 
to enhance the user local experience.

Secure Personal ID certification and 
passporting: 
The Hub can also register all event and venue 
staff to provide safety and security as well as 
24/7 monitoring and remote management. 
This would be separated from the mass 
ticketing solution. Recently we have added a 
staff health and safety solution to The Hub 
with a mobile ID capability, inclusive of 
Covid-19 immunity status.

Parking: 
This is a key revenue earner for the public 
sector. The Hub has developed an integration 
hub for (1) pay and display (2) pay on foot (3) 
ANPR (automated number plate recognition) 
which were all originally integrations with 
APTskidata parking systems now part of 
SWARCO. We can include the hardware and 
load with The Hub software reconfigured for 
the task in hand and on installation, our final 
step is setting up our mission control that 
providers any operator with 24/7 real-time 
monitoring as well as management including 
on-demand reporting.

Ticketing & tokenisation: 
The Hub has issued 40m tickets over the last 
decade and remotely managed a variety of 
form factors from plain paper to plastic 
magnetic stripes, barcodes or QR codes 
known as tokens. Over the last 10 years, these 
ticket form factors have rapidly become smart 
tokens e.g. contactless chips embedded in 
wristbands for access. The Hub can also 
issue any form of ticket using smartphones, 
and we are currently issuing QR coded 
certificates for Covid-19 immunity as part of  
a bundled event or transport ticket essentially 
acting as a readable ID certificate.

Multi-Operator Transit: 
The UK public transport market is dominated 
by large global operators e.g. Go Ahead and 
lots of local operators. Often the key routes 
are run by the larger operators and the more 
local routes by the smaller operators. The Hub 
recently provided a mobile smart card scheme 
for the big 5 operators with additional local 
operators across 9 Boroughs all of whom had 
agreed to use a closed-loop smart ITSO card. 
The Hub are a certified ITSO issuer and reader 
platform as well as ticketless solution 
provider.

Multi-Modal Transit and Mobility as a 
Service (MaaS):
The Hb integrate different types of travel e.g. 
Coach; Bus and Rail ticketing into one system 
and then issue tokens if indeed any regional or 
central government so wished. This is an off 
the shelf solution which has been operational 
over a long period of working in the private 
sector with the biggest transport providers. 
Going forward this could include all other 
forms of new public transport e,g. shared 
rides, bikes, motorized scooters, zip cars etc 

Smart Cities including MaaS:
MaaS is core to the concept of a smart city. 
The combination of multi-operator and 
multi-model in one system is compelling for 
public sector transport authorities but can 
stretch into all public sector responsibilities. 
This integration hub capability is a driving 
force of The Hub platform across many 
aspects of the urban future. Our entry point 
into the smart city debate is that we have 
‘plug-in’ bus, coach and rail ticketing and a 
suite of journey planning capabilities from 
planning through to ticket selection, ordering, 
confirmation and receipting. This could be 
extended to other modes of transport 
including the likes of Uber and scooters. 

Payment gateway and Wallet Service 
Provision (WSP):
The Hub is EMVco bank certified, meaning it 
has been deemed secure and certified for all 
bank issuers and processors to use. It can 
also handle both open (EMV) and closed-loop 
systems (e.g. ITSO) as well as offer a full 
range of payment services. The Hub is 
essentially a gateway and integration hub to 
all payment services including cash, card and 
mobile wallets such as Apple and Google Pay. 
Other wallet options can be focused more 
benefit the citizen and the local community.

Health and Safety at work: 
During the COVID-19 crisis, The Hub quickly 
built three plug-in mobile apps and re-
configured their platform. In this solution, we 
include the issuance of a picture based QR 
coded mobile certificate indicating passed 
antigen, antibody and/or vaccination results. 
This now has an additional eight other plug-in 
apps including these certificates that are 
being offered to all operator HR departments 
managing the safe return of their key workers. 
This is essentially an adaptation of The Hub  
ID suite of smart ticketing and therefore can 
be included as a part of the smart ticket 
issuance. We are delighted it has recently 
received an Innovate UK grant.


